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LXXXI.  On the Kinetic Theory of Solids (Metals) and the 
Partition of Thermal Energy.--Part I. By B. M. SEN, 
Dacca College, Dacca, Bengal *. 
Preface. 
T HE Kinetic Theory of Gases has been developed ingreat detail, but hardly any progress has been made 
with that of the solids. In the absence of any such well- 
developed theory, attempts are sometimes made to apply the 
results of the I~inetic Theory of Gases to the case of solids, 
as, for example, in the theory of electric conduction. Tile 
results can hardly be regarded as satisfactory. One funda- 
mental assumption of the Gas-theory is that the volume of 
the molecules is negligible in comparison with that of the 
gas itself. Clearly, this does not hold good even approxi- 
mately for solids. Lately Nernst and others have appro~ched 
the subject from the standpoint of Planck's Quantum 
Theory. In the present paper an attempt has been made to 
develop the theory for metals on the basis of classical 
mechanics.- 
It is known that for 1 ° rise of temperature, very atom of 
any me.t:,l absorbs 4× 10 -16 erg in round numbers. On the 
principle of equi-partition of energy, every atom having 
three degrees of freedom of translation, this is explained by 
the supposition tha~ the translational motion absorbs one-half 
of this quantity of energy 
[~mv2=~O, where a=2"02 x 10-16], 
and the other half is absorbed by the increase of potential 
energy of vibration, whose mean value is the same as that 
of the kinetic energy. But there are difficulties in the way, 
as the specific heat increases gradually, whereas the degrees 
of freedom can increase only by leaps % It may be pointed 
out that Born:~ and others have developed the theory of 
crystal attices, which gives the twenty-one constants required 
by the mathematical theory of elasticity. Between ~wo 
nei~hbouring molecules there must be a force of attraction 
and another of repulsion which keep the molecules at their 
proper distance. Born assumed the form a]r+b]r = ibr the 
mutual potential energy, the first term representing the 
force of attraction and th~ second repulsion. But this does 
* Communicated by the Author. 
t MaeLewis, ' Physical Chetristry,' vol. it. p. 29. 
Born, Dynamik tier Kristalgitter, Aufbau der Materie, where full 
re/breimes are given. 
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On the Kinetic Theory of Solids. 673 
not easily explain the heat expansion of the body. I f  heat 
be a form of motion, it is clear that the motion of the atoms 
must have something to do with tlle force of repulsion. 
I have, therefore, assumed that the repulsion is of the nature 
of an impulse due to what are called imp:~cts in the Kinetic 
Theory of Gases. The problem thus becomes a dynamical 
one and the mathematics much more difficult. 
Again, in order to allow impacts, it is necessary to assume 
that the mutual distances of molecules are not large enough 
for free vibration. For simplicity I have assumed that the 
amplitude is small in comparison with the atomic dimen- 
sions. The results obtained completely bear out with the 
assumption. 
I t  may be pointed out that the phraseology used is tha~ of 
the Kinetic Th(~ory of Gases. Use has, therefore, been 
made of terms such as lint)acts, radius of atoms, whit'h in 
the light of mod~rn researches on the structure of matter 
will have to be accepted in a generalized sense. 
The numerical values have been taken from Kaye and 
Laby. 
1. Some numerical values. 
Let N be the number of molecules in a metal supposed 
monatomic per ¢.cm., and l the average distance between 
the centres of two adjacent ones. Then Nl~= l *. 
The number of molecules of gas per e.cm. at N.T.P. 
----2"75 × 10 ~9. 
Let W be the a~omic weight, amt D the density of the metal. 
Let  w be the weigh~ of one molecule of the standard gas 
(O=16) .  
Thou 
D=wt .  of 1 c.cm. of the mefa l=N.W.~w.  
wt. of 1 c.em. of oxygen =2"75 x 1019 x 16w=1"429 x 10 -3. 
NW 
.'. - -=6"16  × 1023 
D 
=the number of atoms in one gram atom of the metal 
= e say. 
* Strictly speaking this relatit)n holds only for thecubical arrange- 
ment of the molecules. But for the face-centred cubical arrangement 
the equation ou_~ht to be NI s= ~/2. This would increase the valu~ of l 
given i~, the table by about 11 per cent. But there will be no occasion 
to use the arithmetical values of l. All that we need trouble about is 
the order of magnitude of 1. 
Phil. Meg. S. 6. Vol. 43. No. 256. April 1922. 2 X 
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674 ProL B .M.  Sen on the Kin~& Theo~ToJSolids 
TABL~ I. 
, . , Dens i ty  Atomlc l  
~vle~.uis., D . "  we ight .  :N. I. 
Gu.. ._. .  8"93 - 63"5--~%~8'64 X 102~ 2"26 × 10 -~ - - - -  
Ag . . . . . .  10"5 107"9 5"97 ,, 12"55 ,, 
Fo . . . . . .  7"86 55"84 18 67 °" )6  ,, 
Zn . . . . . .  7"1 65"37 J6"69 " ,g'46 ,, 
Pb . . . . . .  11"37 207'2 13"38 :: 13o9 ,, 
Au ... 19"32 197"2 6"05 Ii2"55 
P t  . . . . . .  21 '50 195"2 6"~8 ,, 2"45 ,, 
8n  . . . . . .  7"29 118"7 3"78 ,, 2"98 ,, 
A I  . . . . . .  2"7 1 27"1 ,  6"16 ,, i2"53 ,, 
~[. wt.  
of  mo l .  
!'03 × 10-  ~ 
1"75 ,, 
0"91 ,, 
106  ,, 
3"36 ,, 
3"19 ,, 
3 '17 , ,  
1 "93 ,, 
O '4 i  ,, 
~ coeff, of c eompros-  
,~p_2~_.io._A ~ibil_~ity_ 
16"7 × 10"sl 74× 10 -r~ 
18"8 ,, 1'92 ,, 
10"2 ,, 63 i  " " " 
26 ,, 
27"6 ,, 12"0 ,, 
13"9 ,, i0"60 ,, 
1l"9 ,, 
" 1"33 ,, 
2. Arrangement of molecules in an isotroplc body. 
To find the number of molecules which can be arranged 
about a central one at a distance 1 from it and from one 
another. The problem is the same as the determination of
the number of tetrahedrons having all their edges equal to l 
nnd having one vertex at the centre which can be fitted 
inside a sphere of radius l. For every tetrah,dron we have 
an equilateral triangle of side l having its vertices on the 
sphere. I f  a, b, c be the sides of the spherical triangle so 
formed, 
a=b----e=60 °. 
.'. CosA=~ I, and A=70 °. 
.'. the spherical excess=30 °. 
4~r 
The total number of tetrahedrons= ~ =24.  
For each tetrahedron there are three molecules and each 
360 
molecule comes in 70- '  or about five times. The number of 
molecules, therefore, is about 14. 
3. Rough working model. 
I t  is not geometrically possible to have an arrangement of
molecules on a sphere so that the spherical arc between any 
two adjacent ones is 60 ° . B ~t in a rough model form 
these 14 may be supposed to be arranged as follows : - -The 
centres all lle on a sph-re of radius 1. Two m~,y be pla('ed 
at the two poles which may be arbitrarily chosen. Three 
meridian circles are drawn making an angle of 60 ° with 
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and the Partition of TherrnaZ JEnergy. 675 
each other. On each of these, beside the two at the poles, 
are placed four others, one at each extremity of a pair of 
diameters m~king an angle of 60 ° with the axis. There are 
thus six molecules on each of these meridian circles, one at 
each vertex of a regular hexagon inscribed in the circle. 
This arrangement gives the 14: molecules arranged about the 
central one. I t  is symmetrical through the centre and has 
an axis. 
4. The Potential Energy of displacement. 
Let us consider the motion of a molecule 0 in the direction 
AB which we t,ke as the direction of the axis of the model 
(fig. 1). Let two molecules be placed at A and B and let 
Fig. 1. 
E L~ 
C #" 
C, D., E, F be th~ four other molecules in the same meridian 
plane, so that OA=OB=()C=AE . . . .  l For simpticiw, 
we shall assume that the central one is the only one vibrating, 
the others beiDg stationary i~1 their mean positions. Let L 
be the extreme i)osition of O. Take OL-----a, and r----the 
radius of the molecule. Then 
l=-a + 2r. 
Let f(l) be the potential energy of two molecules at a 
distance l. Then for a displacement x taken small, aloag 
the axis of the mo,lel, the potential energy due to A and B is 
f(l + x) + f( l - -  x) = 2fk l ) + x'f" (l). 
The potential energy duo to a pair Iike C, D 
=f(rt) Tf(,'~) where r l=CL ,  and r2=DL. 
Now r~ ~ = 12 + x 2 + xl. 
.'. rl =l + ~x + ~ .-(, 
neglecting higher powers o'f x, 
2X2  
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676 Prof. B. M. Sen on the Kinetic Theory of Solids 
~2 
and ~'~=l--~,v + ~ . - / .  
.'. f(r,)=f(l)+ (½x+ ~ ~)f'(1)+kx~f"(l), 
( ~) ix ~''r'" and f(r~)=f(1)+ --½x+~ f'(1)+ s ] k~). 
.-. + ":T f'(O + ./"( l) .  
There ~re six pairs of such molecules. The total potential 
energy 
= l~f ( l )  + ½~ { ~  + 5f ' / ( l )}  • 
It  may be noted that the attractive force is f(1). And if, 
as is only natural to assume, the force diminishes with the 
distance, frl(l) is negative. And if the force varies as any 
power ok the distance, the two terms of the variable part of 
the potential energy are of the same order of'magnitude. 
It is obvious, moreover, from general considerations that 
the potential energy for any displacement x must be of the 
type A+ Bx~+ .... I f  the coefficient of x be not zero, there 
will be a permanent force independent of the displacement. 
The equation of energy, therefore, is 
The motion, therefore, is simple harmonic if the coefficient 
of x ~ be positive. If the molecule can complete its oscil- 
lation, the average potential energy would be eqnal to the 
average kinetic energy. We assume that this is not the 
case, so that the molecule comes into collision with its 
neighbour as soon as it ]ms described a small fractio~ of its 
path * 
5. Order of magnitude of the ]~netic and Potential Energy 
terms. 
In the equation (1) above, the first term 
MV: = 2 ~8 
is of order 10 -~4, for a= 2"02 × 10 -16 and ~? is the temperature. 
From known values of the specific heat a1,d the coefficient 
of lin~,ar expansion, it will be, prbved that j l(l)is o£ order 
10 -5 and the maximum displacement of order 10- 0 ~Now, 
1 being of order 10 -s, the p,,tez~tial energy t~rm is of order 
The reason for this assumption has been gi~,en i  the preface. 
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and the -pa~'tition of Thermal ~erg,~/. 677 
10 -17 . The error in neglecting it is therefore small. Its 
effect is felt at the boundary where it gives rise to a powerful 
surface pressure. 
We neglect, therefore, the ch~mge in the potential energy 
and take the velocity as constant hroughout the motion. 
Also we neglect he duration of the impact in comparison 
with the period of vibration. If tl be the time from one 
extreme position to the other, and t~ the duration of the 
impact, t~ will be neglected in comparison with tl * 
6. Heat Relations. 
To consider the heat relations of a body it is necessary to 
fbrmulato a relation between the molecular kinetic energy 
and the temperature of the body. It may be pointed out 
that the equation 
for gases does not follow from dynamical considerations, but 
is a direct consequence of Boyle and Charles' law. As a 
matfer of fact, we may take it as the definition of temper- 
ature. For a solid we take 
Q=the average external kinetic energy of a molecule 
=~MV 2. 
P=the internal kinetic energy per molecule, i. e. the 
energy of motion relative to the centre. These 
are, of course, additive in the ordinary way. 
If Q be an analytic function of 0 vanishing with it, we 
may take 
Q = a0 + al0: + .... 
We shall follow the usage of the Gas-theory and suppose 
that the temperature is determined by the average external 
kinetic energy of the molecule, taking 
Q=~,0. 
7..Partition of J~nergy. 
When the temperature of a solid is raised by 1 ° O., the 
quantity of energy absorbed per unit volume is D s J, s being 
the specific heat and J----4"18×107 ergs. ~ow Dulong and 
Petit's law states that W s is approximately constant for all 
elements. Energy imparted to every molecule 
DsJ Ws j .  
=-2V- =-U" 
* C f. J. J. Thomson, ' Corpuscular Theory of Matter,' p. 93. 
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678 Profi B. M. Sen on tile Kinetic Tfieory of Solids 
For a gas such as oxygen, 
cp='24, 7---1'4; 
"24 
. ' ,  (~V~ "~ o 
Energy absorbed by each molecule for 1 ° rise of temper- 
ature 
D ---- ~cvJ=3"74 x 10 -16, 
whereas the external kinetic energy is increased by 
a=2"02 x 10 -1G. 
In the Kinetic Theory of Gases this difference is explained 
by the diatomic m,ture of the molecules, there being no 
intormolecular forces ~. A portion may a]so be accounted 
for by the absorption by the electrons. But for solids the 
matter is complicated by the presence of intermolecular forces 
against which work has to be done by the heat expansion. 
For a solid we assmne that the total energy imparted is 
split up into three portions :-- 
(1) a quantity a absorbed in increasing the external 
kinetic energy Q = ½MV ~ = a0~ where a-- 2"02 x 10 -'6, 
and 0 the temperature. 
(2) a quantity B absorbed in increasing the kinetic 
energy of rotation relative to the centre. This is 
presumably absorbed by tlle electrons in the outer 
rings. We take 
P = A + BO = ½n. my ~, 
where A represents he s~ore of energy, n the number 
of electrons taking part in the absorption, m the mass 
of an electron for velocities small in comparison 
with that of light, and v the velocity. 
(3) a quantity /9 absorbed in increasing the potential 
energy of the molecules, i. ¢. in doing work against 
the inter-molecular forces. 
.'. a+f~+B---- Wsg.  
e 
Taking ~MV~=at9 for Cu at 0=17 ° C., 
V=3"7 x 10 ~. 
Thus for metals .,t ordinary temperatures V is of order 104. 
A table of values is given for solids and gases. It may 
* geans~ Dynamical Theory of Gases,' art. 270. 
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and the Partition of Thermal Eneryy. 679 
be noted that at first sight the similarity in the values o[ 
the total gain of energy tbr solids and gases may tempt one 
to apply the diatomie explanation to solids. But ,he v.lue 
of N has been calculated on the monatomic basis, t f  the 
molecules be taken as diat.mie the numbers in the third 
column wilt be doubled and the similarity will disappear. 
Total gain of energy per molecule for 1 ° C. 
=sW x 6"8 x 10 -~7. 
TABLE I I .  
' j 
Specific; A tomic  
Metals .  beat, 'we ight•  
Au . .. "03 197 
P t . .  "031 195 
I Fe . . . . .  t "1 5'~ 
Pb . . . . . .  •03 2o7 
Sn . . . . . .  "05 119 
Zn . . . . . .  "09 65 
(~aso~ I ~ i :Dei,~ity - 
T-Z...._ .-o,46- ..: 
I:[ . . . . . .  :?'40 0"09×10 -~ 
N . . . .  I "175 1"2.5 , 
0 . . . . . .  • 17 i1'43 , ,  
CO .. -17 ~,1"25 ,, 
GO 2 .• .165 1•976 ,, 
Totalof energygaiu f lh -B.  I fl (a r t .  9). 
per  reel .  ~ '8 -5× 10 "18 '76× 10 mls 
387×10 ~:6 
~-89 ,, 1.87 ,, lo3 ,, 
~.0~ ., ~ [ •84 ,, 
4.11 ,, 12"09 ,, I "61 ,, 
3.81 ,, [ '8 ,, .50 ,, 
4-22 ,, 2"2 ,, 1-22 ,, 
4'0~ ,, 2 / "78 ,, 
1"976 × 10-~6!" 
3"27 ,, 
3 '34 ,, 
3"70 ,, 
3"23 ,, 
~'96 ,, 
F (art .  9). 
L'I ×10 -5 
[•13 ,, 
t'25 ,, 
['47 ,, 
1"14: ,, 
)6  ,, 
t 
8. The Amplitude of Molecular Vibration a. 
We revert to the consideration of a vibrating molecule O 
surrounded by fourteen othe,s, stationary in their mean 
positions. Its average velocity in any direction may be 
taken to be V/¢'3.  At each collision this forward velocity 
is reversed. Thus there is a change of momentum at the 
MV 
point 2MV/~/3 at each collision, or , , /3(t l+t2) per see., 
2(t,+t~) being the period of vibration. :Neglecting t~ the 
duration of the collision, and putting tl=2~3a]V, the 
MV ~ a0 There being N a'3 change of momentum becomes 6a -- 3a" 
molecules per sq. cm., the pressure at the surface within the 
mass of the metal is N ~/3 a/? • ~ per sq. cm. 
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680 Prof. B. M. Sen on, tl~e Kinetic Theory o~ Solids 
We now calculate the pressure at the surface due to the 
molecul,r fbrces, the atmospheric pressure being of' course 
negligible. We take into account only seven of the fourteen 
molecules lying oil one side of the equatorial plane. The 
pote,,tial energy in the displaced position, x being the 
displacement fronl the mean position, 
=/ ( l - -x )  + ~/(t--~x) 
= 7/ ( l ) -  4x/ '( l ) .  
Force along the normal 
=~/ ' (0=4F,  
where F is the force between two molecules. 
Pressure at the surface----4N ~/a . F. 
~8 
.'. - -  =4F  
3a 
~0 
or a= ~z F . . . . . . .  (~)  
9. Compresslbi!itl/. 
We proceed to tlnd the simplesg of the elastic constants, 
viz. compressibility, on the basis of our hypothesis. The 
work done tlgainst the molecular forces=f l  per molecule 
tbr 1 ° rise of temperature. 
No,v the pressure at the surface = 4F .  N 2/a. 
Work done against the surface pressure=N2/a.12Fal, 
where at is the coetiicient of linear expansion. 
Work done against the inter-molecular forces per unit 
vo lume=7F(~/ .N=7Fa~N "°/a, th(~re being fourteen mole- 
cules arranged about each individual molecule and $a=$l. 
• Nf l=19Fa~N ~/'~. " F= /9 
. . . .  L%~t"  • (3 )  
~O 19~0. all 
.'. a = 12F = 12/9 
N2/3 4NB Now the surface pressure=4F.  = 1~9~i " 
If  the pressure be increased by one dyne without change 
19al 
of temperatm'e, it increases by 4~-fl-fl th part of itself. 
a 4N¢~ 
~l a 19~1 
"" l - l " 4N/3" 
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and the Partition of Thermal Energy. 681 
57ala 57al 19a0 1 
Compressibility C= 4Nfll --4N/3/x ~-a l  • 
19x19x  2 19 ~/¢ ,0  
"'" lS~',N ~0 or ~=X -~_UN'  " (4) 
Taldng C='74x  10 -'2 and 8=17 ° C., 
we get /~='76 × 10 -16 for Cu. 
Substimtin~ this value of ~, we have for Cu 
F=I ' I  x 10 -~ and a=4"~× 10 -1°. 
The value of/~ fbr the different metals has been calculated 
and shown in the second table. The values of B are 
obtained by difference. 
10. The calculation of Young's modulus gives good 
support to the previous work. Suppose that the body is 
stretched so that l increases by x. 
.'. $1=~a.=x, where l=a+2~,. 
Putting a+x instead of a in art. 8, the half-poriod of 
vib,'ation 
t~ = 2 v' 3(a +.,)/V. 
The change of momentum per sec. is, therefore, 
Mw h q 
6 (~4-~ ) - ~-d-~ \ - a ]." 
The force of repulsion due to impacts is diminished by 
MV2x 
66~2 "" 
Tile force of attraction 
=/ ' ( l  + .0 --f '  (0 + x/"(O, 
f"(1) being of course negative. 
The total change in the force of attraction per molecule 
f MV~ + f , , (@ 
=x L 6a ~ 
and the total change per unit area 
i MV 2 +Y"(O-} = xN2/~ . [ ~ 
Now the extension is x/l. Young's modulus is, therefore, 
N~/,~ C.~lV" -~ 1 fMV ~ 
• ~ ~ +F'(Oj = ~ L-~-~ +/"(0 .,~" 
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682 On the Kinetic Theory of Solids. 
It is known that the value of Young's modulus for the 
common metals is of the order 101~. Takiug the case of' Cu 
by way of illustration, the first term=5 × 1012 roughly. 
The experimental value= l"23 x 10~L 
.'. ~f'(l) is of order 1012, which makesf'(/) of order  10 4 . 
The potential energy term in the equation of energy in 
art. 4: is therefore of order 10 -16. 
11. Residual Rays. 
We can make a rough calculation of the frequency of 
vibration of the molecules at the surface. We know that 
for a Cu molecule, 
V is of order 104 ,
M ,, ,, 10 -~, 
F ,, ,, 10 -5. 
Neglecting the variations of the force, the frequency 
F 
v--- 2MV' which is of order l0 iS. 
This agrees with the experimental values * 
12. Conclusion. 
We have, therefore, arrived at a consistent theory of the 
solid state. Starting from known values of the specific 
heat, compressibility, and the coefficient, of line~lr expansion, 
we have investigated the amplitude of molecular vibration 
and the inter-molecular forces. The partition of the gain 
of thermal energy has been dealt with. We have found 
that for Cu, for example, 
(1) 202 x 10 -1~ erg is absorbed by each molecule to 
increase the energy of translational motion, 
(2) 1"2 x 10 -~6 erg is absorbed by the rotational motion, 
and presumably increases the energy of the electrons, 
(3) "76× 10 -16 erg is absorbed in doing work against 
the inter-molecular forces. 
The cases of cubical and face-centred cubical crystals 
have been dealt with in the next p~lper ; the results obtained 
do not differ materially from those obtained here. 
* McLewis, ~Physic~l Chemistry,' vol. it. p. 58. 
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